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1. Study risks and opportunities of current AI systems:

• Opportunities: cognitive assistance, automation, personalization, support. 

• Risks: safety and fundamental rights.

2. Develop methodologies for trustworthy AI:

• Diversity and non-discrimination 

• Transparency 

• Human oversight

3. Focus on scenarios with strong social impact: 

• Criminal justice, children, education, driving systems, affective computing...

HUMAINT 
Understanding the impact of Artificial 
Intelligence on human behaviour
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This is a facial processing algorithm



Trustworthy facial processing: from algorithms to systems

Hupont, I., Tolan, S., Gunes, H., & Gómez, E. (2022). The Landscape of Facial Processing Applications in 
the Context of the European AI Act and the Development of Trustworthy Systems. Nature Scientific Reports.



Establishing the landscape of facial processing

We reviewed > 37K scientific publications.

We identified 183 companies.

We compiled 60 real-world applications.

For each, we assessed application areas, 
risk level (according to the AI Act), 
academic references and key companies.
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Main limitations and challenges identified

• Facial processing systems are not well-documented, which causes disinformation.

• The cause of fairness problems relies on datasets:

❑ Demographically imbalanced.

❑ Big Techs vs SMEs (e.g. Google & Facebook > 12x public datasets, SMEs limited by research-only licenses).

• Software architectures tend to be increasingly distributed:

❑ Security and privacy issues. 

❑ More research is needed on federated learning, visual cryptography, data minimisation…

• Need for evaluation benchmarks beyond accuracy and considering operational settings: 

❑ Important factors are neglected: energy consumption, fairness, explainability, human oversight.



Facial processing applications



Facial processing applications



Towards a unified documentation of use cases



• Put the focus on systems, not just on algorithms.

• Facial analysis has risks that need to be carefully assessed…

• … but also offers many opportunities. Some applications for social good are being 
developed by SMEs and/or still not in the market.

• Incentivize data sharing practices.

• Create for a unified documentation of use cases.

• Develop operational benchmarks for systems’ evaluation.

Conclusions: key steps towards trustworthy AI



Thank you!
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